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Abstract: Gravity and topographic/bathymetric data are
used for gravimetric modelling of Moho discontinuity by
hydrostatic or flexural theories of the isostasy. Here, two
hydrostatic models, based on the Vening Meinesz-Moritz
(VMM) principle, and two based on the loading theories
and flexural isostasy are compared over Tibet Plateau. It is
shown that theMohomodels generated based on the VMM
theory and flexural isostasy have very good agreements if
the mean compensation depth and the mean elastic thick-
ness are selected properly. However, the model computed
based on the flexural isostasy is smoother. Amore rigorous
flexural model, which considers the membrane stress and
curvature of the lithosphere, is used to model the Moho
surface over the study area. It is shown that the differ-
ence between the Moho models, derived by considering
and ignoring these parameters, is not significant. By com-
bination of the flexural and VMM hydrostatic models new
mathematical formulae for crustal gravity anomalies are
provided and it is shown that the crustal gravity anoma-
lies produced by them are also equivalent.

Keywords: elastic thickness, hydrostatic andflexuralmod-
els, mean compensation depth, Tibet Plateau

1 Introduction
The Vening Meinesz-Moritz (VMM) inverse problem of
isostasy (Sjöberg 2009) have been developed and applied
successfully over different areas over the globe. In this the-
ory, amean isostatic compensation depth as well as a den-
sity contrast between the crust and mantle are considered
for modelling the Moho undulation in such a way that
the isostatic gravity anomaly vanishes. In other words,
the differences between the attractions of the compensat-
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ing masses underneath the topographic/bathymetric (TB)
masses should be equal to the gravity anomaly. Isostasy
of the Vening Meinesz type deals with the regional com-
pensations of the TB loads rather than the local. However,
considering only two parameters of mean compensation
depth and density contrast seems to be insufficient to have
the regional compensation from the hydrostatic theory of
isostasy. Therefore, it is necessary to study thismethod fur-
ther and compare it with the flexural isostasy, which has
the regional compensation mechanism inherently and in-
vestigate how much the VMM and flexural models are in
agreement.

The Moho interface, otherwise known as the Mo-
horovičić discontinuity, represents the boundary between
the lowermost crust and the underlying uppermost man-
tle. Several hypotheses were proposed to explain the iso-
tactic compensationmechanism formodelling this surface
(Pratt 1854, Airy 1855 and Vening Meinesz 1931). Vening
Meinesz (1931) presented a method to estimate the crustal
thickness by considering a regional, insteadof a local com-
pensation scheme of topographic masses. Parker (1972)
modified the VeningMeinesz theory and presented an iter-
ative method for finding the Moho depth, and Oldenburg
(1974) stabilised this method by adding a low-pass filter-
ing technique. Gomes-Ortiz and Agarwal (2005) and Shin
et al. (2007) generalised the Parker-Oldenburg method
for 3-D gravity inversion, and Kiamehr and Gomes-Ortiz
(2009) applied this method to estimate the Moho depth in
Iran from the terrestrial gravimetric data and the Earth’s
gravity model EGM08 (Pavlis et al. 2008). Sünkel (1985)
converted the Airy-Heiskanen Moho depth to the Vening
Meinesz one by smoothing it further so that the global
mean-squares error of differences between the disturb-
ing and topographic-isostatic potentials are minimised.
Sjöberg (1998a) used the Pratt and Airy models for study-
ing isostatic geoid undulations. Furthermore, he studied
the effect Airy-Heiskanen model to generate topographic-
isostatic gravity potential, anomaly and the effect of an-
alytical continuation in the Stokes’s formula (see Sjöberg
1998b). Sjöberg (2009) reformulated the Moritz (1990) ap-
proach for solving the Fredholm integral equation of the
first kind for recoveringMoho depth and called it the VMM
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inverse problem of isostasy. Braitenberg et al. (2000) pre-
sented an iterative inversion method to obtain the Moho
variations under Tibet Plateau. Later on, Braitenberg et al.
(2006) presented a crustal model for the South China Sea
based on combined processing of satellite-gravity, bathy-
metric, sediment, crustal thicknesses and isostatic flex-
uremodels. Eshagh (2009) studied the lateral density vari-
ation effects of the crustal and topographic masses on
the gravity field and steady-state ocean circulation ex-
plorer (GOCE) (ESA 1999) data, and Eshagh et al. (2016)
utilised these data for a gravimetric recovery of the Moho
density contrast in central Eurasia. The crustal density-
contrast stripping corrections were applied systematically
to the topographically-corrected gravity field by Tenzer et
al. (2009, 2011). Braitenberg and Ebbing (2009) combined
the gravity field and climate experience (GRACE) (Tapley
et al. 2005) and terrestrial gravity data to study the crustal
structure. In a simulation study, Sampietro (2011) investi-
gated a possibility of using the GOCE data to recover the
Moho depth. Sampietro and Reguzzoni (2011) applied the
collocation and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques
for recovering the Moho surface from the GOCE data. Es-
hagh (2014a) presented a simple, linear method for a di-
rect Moho recovery from the satellite gravity-gradiometry
data according to theVMMproblem. Eshagh (2014b) devel-
oped this theory further and presented some integral for-
mulae for Moho determination and applied them in Iran.
Eshagh and Hussain (2015) investigated the relations be-
tween the geoid, gravity anomaly, deflection of the vertical
and the Moho geometry. Eshagh and Hussain (2016) used
the GOCE data to estimate the Moho depths for the Indo-
Pakistan region. Eshagh (2016) has done a theoretical dis-
cussion about similarity of the Jeffery (1976) and VMM so-
lutions.

In this study, two hydrostatic models, based on the
plate and spherical isostaticmechanisms, and twoflexural
models, based on loading theories in the cases of consider-
ing and ignoring themembrane stress and curvature of the
loads, are investigated. Mathematical models for such the-
ories are provided in a consistentway to estimate theMoho
flexure from each. Later, newmathematicalmodels, based
on combination of these theories, are provided, which re-
late gravity anomaly to the TB heights using the mechan-
ical properties of the lithosphere. The models are applied
and compared over Tibet Plateau.

2 Isostasy according to VMMmodel
The isostatic gravity anomaly (∆gI) is defined by (cf.
Sjöberg 2009):

∆gI = ∆g − ∆gTB + ∆gC (1a)

where ∆g is the gravity anomaly, ∆gTB the topo-
graphic/bathymetric (TB) effect on ∆g, and ∆gC is the iso-
static compensation attraction. Equation (1a) is the princi-
ple equation used by Moritz (1990) and Sjöberg (2009) for
recovering the Moho depth. The Moho variation according
to Eq. (1a) and a plate shell compensation model is (see
Appendix A for a proof):

∆T = − ∆g
2πG∆ρ + ρ̄H∆ρ where ∆T = T − T0 (1b)

where T0 is the mean compensation depth, T the Moho
depth, G the gravitational constant, ∆ρ density contrast
between the crust andmantle,H the TBheights and finally

ρ̄ =
{︃
ρc H ≥ 0
ρw − ρc H < 0

, (1c)

where ρc is the density of the topographic masses and
ρw that of water. The difference between Eq. (1b) and the
isostasy according toAiry-Heiskanen is the presence of ∆g,
which acts as a smoothing factor. Eshagh (2016) presented
a more rigorous formula to consider the effect of the mean
Moho depth into account in whole spectrum of Moho (see
Appendix B):

T =R3

[︃
1 −

(︂
1 − T0R

)︂3]︃(︂
1 − T0R

)︂−1
− 1
4πG∆ρ

∞∑︁
n=0, n≠1

(︂
2n + 1
n − 1

)︂(︂
1 − (n + 2) T02R

)︂−1
(︀
∆gTB,n − ∆gn

)︀
(1d)

∆gn and ∆gTB,n are, respectively, theLaplace coefficients of
gravity anomaly and the TB effect on it and R the Earth’s
radius. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1d) is
approximately equal to T0 and by taking it to the left-hand
side we obtain the following formula for Moho flexure:

∆T = 1
4πG∆ρ

∞∑︁
n=0, n= ̸1

(︂
2n + 1
n − 1

)︂(︂
1 − (n + 2) T02R

)︂−1
(︀
∆gTB,n − ∆gn

)︀
. (1e)

The series (1e) is not convergent when n increases. This is
due to the presence of T0 in the formula. If the effect of
T0 on all frequencies is neglected by equating it to zero,
the global and first-order approximate solution presented
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by Sjöberg (2009) will be obtained. This signal amplifica-
tion depends on the size of T0 and for larger values of T0
the divergence occurs in lower degrees. Truncating the se-
ries to some low degrees can be regarded as a regularisa-
tion method to cut off the effect of this signal amplifica-
tion. Obtaining smoother solution for larger T0 is normal
andmeaningful as when the crust is thicker it resists more
against the loads; see Eshagh (2016).

3 Simple model for flexural
isostasy

As was explained, one way to get a smooth solution from
the VMMmodel is to truncate the series to low degrees. In
this case, the compensation of the TB masses will be re-
gional rather than local, depending on the size of T0. In
formulating this problem, nomechanical properties of the
lithosphere have been considered. For considering such
properties, the problem should be solved differently. Here,
the flexural theory of isostasy is used for estimating the
Moho flexure due to the TB loads. In fact, the crust is as-
sumed to be a thin elastic layer having the TB masses as
loads on. Such a thin layer deforms under the pressure of
the loads and the layer will be flexed under the pressure.
Such a flexure follows the following partial differential
equation (see Watts 2001, Stuewe 2007, p. 176, Artemieva
2011. p. 554):

D
R4∇

4∆T + ∆ρ∆Tg = ρ̄Hg (2a)

where∇2 is the Laplacian operator, g stands for gravity, D
is the rigidity of the crust:

D = ET3e
12

(︀
1 − ν2

)︀ (2b)

and E stands for the Young modulus, v the Poisson ratio
and Te the elastic thickness of the crust. In most of lit-
erature, Eq. (2a) has been solved in the Fourier domain,
but here its solution in terms of spherical harmonic is pre-
sented.We use the following spherical harmonic series for
the Moho flexure (∆T ) and density-TB heights (ρ̄H):

∆T =
∞∑︁
n=0

n∑︁
m=−n

(∆T)nm Ynm (θ, λ) =
∞∑︁
n=0

(∆T)n (2c)

ρ̄H =
∞∑︁
n=0

n∑︁
m=−n

(ρ̄H)nm Ynm (θ, λ) =
∞∑︁
n=0

(ρ̄H)n (2d)

where Ynm (θ, λ) is the fully-normalised spherical har-
monic functions of degree n and order m. θ and λ are,

respectively, the co-latitude and longitude, (∆T)nm and
(ρ̄H)nm are spherical harmonic coefficients of ∆T and ρ̄H.

We know that (Turcotte et al. 1981):

∇2Ynm (θ, λ) = −n (n + 1) Ynm (θ, λ) = −κnYnm (θ, λ) .
(2e)

Substituting Eqs. (2c) and (2d) into Eq. (2a) andwriting the
results in terms of the spherical harmonics yield:

D
R4∇

4
∞∑︁
n=0

n∑︁
m=−n

(∆T)nm Ynm (θ, λ)

+ g∆ρ
∞∑︁
n=0

n∑︁
m=−n

(∆T)nm Ynm (θ, λ)

= g
∞∑︁
n=0

n∑︁
m=−n

(ρ̄H)nm Ynm (θ, λ) (2f)

According toEqs. (2e) and (2f) itwill not bedifficult to show
that the solution of the partial differential equation (2a) in
spectral domain is:

D
R4 n

2 (n + 1)2 (∆T)n + ∆ρg (∆T)n = g (ρ̄H)n . (2g)

After solving Eq. (2g) for ∆Tn and taking summation from
both hand sides of the result, we obtain:

∆T =
∞∑︁
n=0

Cn (ρ̄H)n (2h)

where

Cn =
(︂
κ2n

D
R4g + ∆ρ

)︂−1
and κ2n = n2 (n + 1)2 (2i)

In Eqs. (2h) and (2i), when D = 0, then the mathemati-
cal model will be the same with the isostatic model ac-
cording to Airy-Heiskanen principle. For D > 0, it is ob-
served that the coefficients κ2n increases so as n. The pres-
ence of κ2nD/(gR4) in the denominator of the Moho flex-
ure formula plays a role of regularisation factor depend-
ing on the frequency n. When D is small the ratio D/(gR4)
becomes small and reduces the value of κ2n and since it ap-
pears in the denominator of the solution the solution will
be closer to the Airy-Heiskanen one. However, for a large
value of D,the nominator will be larger and makes the so-
lution smoother.

4 Flexural model considering
membrane stress

The partial differential equation of flexure for a thin elas-
tic spherical shell was given by Kraus (1967). Turcotte et
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al. (1981) has solved this equation for studying the mem-
brane stress in Mars and Moon. Here, we consider a sim-
plified version of their equation. They mentioned that for
the loads having much lower wavelength than the radius
of the Earth, the geoid displacement due to the load is
negligible. In this case, their partial differential equation
changes to:[︂

D
R4

(︁
∇6 + 4∇4

)︁
+ ETeR2

(︁
∇2 + 2

)︁]︂
∆T

+
(︁
∇2 + 1 − ν

)︁
∆T∆ρg =

(︁
∇2 + 1 − ν

)︁
(ρ̄H) g (3a)

The solution of this differential equation using spherical
harmonics, according to Eqs. (2c) and (2d), considering the
property (2e), is:[︂

D
R4

(︁
κ3n + 4κ2n

)︁
+ ETeR2

(︁
κ2n + 2

)︁]︂
(∆T)n

+ (κn + 1 − ν) (∆T)n ∆ρg = (κn + 1 − ν) (ρ̄H)n g (3b)

Solving Eq. (3b) for (∆T)n yields a similar mathematical
model to the one presented in Eq. (2h), but the compen-
sation degree Cn will be:

Cn = κn − (1 − ν)(︀
κ3n − 4κ2n

)︀ D
R4 +

ETe
R2 (κn − 2) + (κn − (1 − ν)) ∆ρ

.

(3c)
Themembrane stress is due to the fact that the curvature of
any plate drifting north-southmust change to conform the
curvature of the geoid (Engelder 1993, p. 383). Turcotte et
al. (1981) mentioned that for the loads whose wavelengths
are of theorder of radius of theEarth theupwardsdisplace-
ment of the geoid due to the load is important. For smaller
loads the contribution of the geoid and its curvature can
be negligible. Figure 1 shows the plot of the compensa-
tion degree Cn computed based on Eq. (2i) and Eq. (3c).
Here, an elastic thickness of 28 km and a density contrast
of ∆ρ = 500 kgm−3 are considered for the computations.
The plot shows that in such conditions, the compensation
degrees differ in lowdegrees, say up to degree 60, and they
coincide after. Thismeans that role of the curvatures is im-
portant only for low degrees. Later, our numerical studies
will show howmuch these differences influence the Moho
flexure and gravity anomaly generated from these isostasy
theories.

5 Combination of VMM and flexural
isostasy models

By assuming that the VMM Moho variation is the same
with the Moho flexure obtained from the partial differ-
ential equation of flexure, new mathematical models can

Figure 1: Compensation degree Cn according to simple flexure
model, Eq. (2i) and flexure model considering membrane stress,
Eq. (3c). T0 = 33 km and Te = 28 km.

be established connecting gravity anomaly and other iso-
static and mechanical properties of the lithosphere. In
the case of considering the effect of crustal crystalline
rocks, sediments and laterally-variable density contrast,
the mantle anomalies can be computed by subtracting
the computed gravity anomalies from the crustal grav-
ity anomalies. In this case, the density and structural in-
homonegnities in the mantle can be studied (Artemieva
2011, p. 554). Such a study requires a good crustalmodel so
that the differences between the observed and computed
anomalies are purely due to the mantle.

Here, the two VMMmodels, presented in Eqs. (1b) and
(1e) are, respectively, combinedwith each presented flexu-
ral model by assuming that the flexures derived from all of
them are equal. To begin the derivations, Eq. (1b) and Eq.
(2h) are combined:

∞∑︁
n=0

Cn (ρ̄H)n = −
∆g

2πG∆ρ + ρ̄H∆ρ . (4a)

Solving Eq. (4a) for ∆g yields:

∆g = −2πG
[︃
∆ρ

∞∑︁
n=0

(ρ̄H)n Cn − ρ̄H
]︃
. (4b)

In order to findamore complete formula, Eq. (1e), theVMM
solution is combinedwith the onebasedon theflexure the-
ory. Eq. (1e) is solved for ∆gn

∆gn = ∆gTB,n−
(︂
1 − (n + 2) T02R

)︂(︂
n − 1
2n + 1

)︂
4πG∆ρ (∆T)n .

(4c)
Deriving the spectra (∆T)n from Eq. (2h), substituting it
into Eq. (4c) and taking the summation from both sides
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yield:

∆g = ∆gTB−4πG
∞∑︁
n=0

(︂
1 − (n + 2) T02R

)︂(︂
n − 1
2n + 1

)︂
Cn (ρ̄H)n .

(4d)
The VMMmodels (1b) and (1e) can also be combined with
the flexure model (2h) and the compensation degree Cn,
Eq. (3c). In this case, the mathematical models between
the gravity anomaly and the TB loads are very similar to
those presented in Eq. (4a) and Eq. (4d) and the only dif-
ference is the use the compensation degree Cn of Eq. (3c)
instead of that presented in Eq. (2i). Therefore, these equa-
tions are not repeated to shorten the paper.

Onepoint that should be statedhere is that suchmath-
ematicalmodels are valid for strictly one-plate planets like
Mars and Moon. For the Earth, since there are toroidal
flows in the mantle (Sleep and Philips 1983) and sub-
duction zone and tectonic boundaries this mathematical
model does not hold. Turcotte et al. (1981) performed sim-
ilar modelling in spherical harmonic domain and there-
after they used the isostatic theory of Jeffrey (1976) for
combing the flexure and isostasy models. However, our
models have the following differences with respect to the
solution of Turcotte et al. (1981).

– The use of VMM instead of Jeffrey’s model.
– The presence of n − 1 in the nominator instead of
n +1. As the in the spherical harmonic domain n −1
is involved for the gravity anomaly and n + 1 for the
gravity disturbance; see also Sjöberg (2013).

– Jeffrey used a simple Bouguer correction for consid-
ering the topographic effect, but in Eq. (4d) a com-
plete TB correction can be considered.

Using Eq. (4d) for prediction of gravity anomaly from
themechanical properties of the lithosphere aswell as iso-
static theories should give better results than the former
methods.

Eshagh (2016) investigated the Jeffery and Sjöberg
methods theoretically and mentioned that the Sjöberg so-
lution is slightly better. However, a complete topographic
correction has been considered in both cases. He con-
cluded that the spectra of the computed Moho models
based on these principles differ about 3 km. Eshagh et al.
(2017) has estimated this difference about 3 kmover the ter-
ritory of Iran and mentioned that Sjöberg principle gives
smoother Moho model than the Jeffrey one.

6 Flexural convolution in spherical
domain

The admittance and coherent approaches (Watts 2001) are
commonly used for estimation of the rigidity and elastic
thickness of the crust. In this method, an approximate for-
mula is used to find a direct mathematical relationship be-
tween the gravity anomaly and the Moho flexure. Accord-
ing to Braitenberg et al. (2002) the classical methods have
two problems:

– averaging process over the entire grid for spectral es-
timation

– singularity of the ratio of the spectral of topography
and gravity

Braitenberg et al. (2002) presented the flexure convolu-
tion analysis method for estimating the flexural rigidity
and elastic thickness. Their idea is to perform the compu-
tations in the spatial domain rather than the spectral. In
fact, they mean that for each gravity anomaly value sev-
eral convolutions should be generated with different elas-
tic thicknesses and the one, which generates closest grav-
ity anomaly to the real one is selected as the best value
for the thickness. However, they performed the compu-
tations based on the Moho flexure model that they had
already computed from the gravimetric approach. In this
section, we generalise their method to spherical domain
using spherical harmonics and present spherical convolu-
tion for the same purpose. Also, a complete mathematical
model between the gravity anomaly and flexure model is
presented based on the VMM theory.

According to Heiskanen and Moritz (1967, p. 30) the
Laplace coefficients (ρ̄H)n can be written in terms of the
Legendre polynomials and integral formula:

(ρ̄H)n =
2n + 1
4π

∫︁∫︁
σ

ρ̄HPn (cosψ)dσ (5a)

where σ is the unit sphere and dσ the surface integra-
tion element. Pn (cosψ) stands for the Legendre polyno-
mial of degree n with the argument ψ, which is the spheri-
cal geocentric angle between computation and integration
points.

Substituting Eq. (5a) into Eq. (4d) and further simpli-
fications yield:

∆g = ∆gTB − G
∫︁∫︁
σ

K (Te , T0, ψ) ρ̄Hdσ (5b)
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and

K (Te , T0, ψ) =
∞∑︁
n=0

(︂
1 − (n + 2) T02R

)︂
(n − 1) CnPn (cosψ).

(5c)
No closed-form formula can be written for the kernel (5c)
due to involvement of Cn. Note that Cn is a function of
the elastic thickness Te. Turcotte and Schubert (2014, p.
252) have mentioned that the loads with the wavelengths
smaller than 100 km are not compensated by the litho-
spheric thickness. In spherical harmonic domain such a
wavelength is equivalent to degree and order 180. There-
fore, such a degree should be enough for calculating the
kernel (5c).

Figure 2 shows the behaviour of the kernel (5c) to a
geocentric angle of 10° for three values of 10, 30 and 50 km
for elastic thickness (Te) and T0 = 33 km. The kernels are
generated to degree 180 and they are allwell-behaving and
decay to zero after a geocentric angle of about 5°. As ob-
served, when Te = 10 km the kernel has its largest value
in vicinity of the computation point, ψ = 0° and it is larger
than the cases of Te = 30 km and Te = 50 km. This means
that the convolution integral (5b) delivers smoother solu-
tions for the larger values of Te than the smaller Te. This is
quite logical and meaningful as a thicker elastic shell re-
sists more against loads and filters out higher frequencies
of solution.

Figure 2: Kernel of convolution integral for different elastic thick-
nesses and T0 = 33 km.

7 Numerical investigations
In this section, some parts of the presented theories are
demonstrated numerically over a well-known area con-
taining a largemountainous load, Tibet Plateau,where the
differences between the presented theories are more visi-
ble. The reader is referred to Tenzer and Chen (2014) for a
case study over this area. The studies are performed in two
cases of comparing the Moho flexure models derived from
the flexure theories and the hydrostatic theory of VMM as
well as the seismic Moho model of CRUST1.0 (Laske et al.
2013), and generation of gravity anomalies using combi-
nation of VMM and flexure theories. It is emphasised that
the goal is to compare the theories in the same conditions,
rather thanmodelling a Moho for the area and performing
geophysical interpretations.

7.1 Area and data

The study area is limited between the latitudes 20°N and
50°N and the longitudes 60°E and 110°E. The EGM08
(Pavlis et al. 2012) gravity model and the SRTM (Farr et al.
2007) TB model are used in our computations. The SRTM
model contains spherical harmonic coefficients of the TB
heights to degree and order 2160 and EGM08 those of
the Earth’s gravitational potential and partially to higher.
However, according to Turcotte and Schubert (2014, p. 252)
the loads having shorter wavelengths than 100 km are not
compensated and therefore we use the SRTM and EGM08
models to degree and order 180.

The Moho model of CRUST1.0 are used for our com-
parisons. In addition, the densities and thickness of the
crustal crystalline layers and densities of the uppermantle
are used to compute a laterally-variable density contrast
model over the study area. Furthermore, the density of the
topographic masses is considered constant and equal to
2670 kgm−3 and the density of water 1000 kgm−3.

Figure 3a represents the smooth TB heights over the
study area generated from SRTM model to degree and or-
der 180with themaximum,mean,minimumand standard
deviation 5.5, 1.5, −3.7 and 1.7 km, respectively. Truncating
the spherical harmonic series causes that the positive and
high values of the TB heights are seen in the central part
of the area, which can somehow give an impression about
the Moho deepening regime of the region.

Figure 3b is the map of gravity anomalies generated
from EGM08 (∆gEGM08) to the same degree. Negative val-
ues are clear over the orogenic belt of Himalayan moun-
tain chain and are immediately followed by high positive
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: a) TB heights [km], b) ∆gEGM08 [mGal], c) Seismic Moho
model of CRUST1.0 [km] and d) laterally-variable density contrast
derived from CRUST1.0 [kgm−3].

values along the mountains and in the northern part of
the area in addition to the south of Tarim Basin. Negative
values have surrounded this basin except from the eastern
part. Statistics of ∆gEGM08 are given in Table 2.

Figure 3c is the map of the seismic Moho model of
CRUST1.0, already limited to degree and order 180. There
are similarities between this Moho model and the TB
heights presented in Figure 3a, the differences can be due
to the interior structure of the Earth. For example, twohigh
values are seen in the south of the area, which are not seen
in the map of TB height. These are anomalies due to the
crustal crystalline density structure. In the eastern part of
the area, in Afghanistan and Pakistan, no Moho deepen-
ing is visible and this could be due to the lack of seismic
data over these regions. However, the map of TB heights
clearly shows topographic features there. Tarim Basin is
surrounded by positive values similar to what observed in
Figure 3a, but the deepest parts of the Moho is visible in
the west and south of Tibet Plateau rather than the centre.

Figure 3d illustrates the map of the laterally-variable
density contrast ∆ρ of CRUST1.0 model. The large values
are seen around the Tibet area and the lowest ones in the
southwest part, over the Oman Sea and Makran Subduc-
tion zone. ∆ρ ranges from 343.9 to 694.9 kgm−3 over the
area with themean and STD of 566.9 and 51.4 kgm−3. How-
ever, Rabbel et al. (2013) investigated some petrological
and physical methods for estimating ∆ρ and concluded
that ∆ρ hardly reaches to 600 kgm−3 over the Earth. The
results of Eshagh et al. (2016) confirm their results.

7.2 Moho models based on VMM and
flexural isostasy

Here, four Moho models, two based on the VMM and two
based on the flexural isostasy principles are presented.
The idea is to have the same mean compensation depth
T0 and elastic thickness Te in all cases. Here and after, the
Moho model computed by Eq. (1b) is named simple VMM
(SVMM) and the one by Eq. (1e), VMM. The Moho model
generated by the flexural model (2h) with Eq. (2i) is named
simple flexure (SFLEX) and the one by Eq. (2h) and Eq. (3c)
FLEX.

For Mohomodelling according to the VMM theory, the
choice of T0 plays a significant role. Especially for the case
where T0 contributes to all frequencies of the solution.
Here, the idea is to estimate the best value for T0 so that
the VMM Moho model has the least root mean squares
error (RMS) with respect to the seismic Moho model of
CRUST1.0. By trial and error a value of 33 kmwas estimated
for T0. This value is used for the SVMMmodel as well.

An important parameter in flexural isostasy is the best
mean elastic thickness Te over the study area. The FLEX
model, Eq. (2h) was used and tested with different values
of Te. The FLEX model was compared to the VMM Moho
model and the best Te was found between 28 – 38 km. The
RMS value of the solution does not change significantly for
Te in this interval. Karner and Watts (1983) and Jin et al.
(1994) estimated an elastic thickness of 90 km over east
of Himalaya, Duroy et al. (1989) reported a value of 34 km
for the western part, Royden (1993) 80 km over Himalaya.
Burov et al. (1990) estimated a thickness of 55 km for Tarim
basin and Jin et al. (1994) a value of 40 km. However, here
a larger area is considered than those selected by others
and the average value of Te should be smaller for whole
region.

Figure 4 shows the maps of Moho models computed
by different isostasy theories and show that they have very
similar patterns. Figures 4a and 4b are the Moho maps of
SVMM and VMM, respectively, and as observed, the VMM
has slightly more details, in other words, the SVMM is
smoother. Statistics of both models are presented in Ta-
ble 1 and it is seen that the maximum andminimum of the
VMM are larger than that of SVMM. The mean value of the
VMM is larger by 4 km, but themaximumby 7.5 km and the
minimum 1.2 km, this shows that T0 has also contributed
to all flexure spectra of Moho and not only zero-degree
term of Moho depths. Figures 4c and 4d are the maps of
SFLEX and FLEX, respectively and recognising their differ-
ences is not straightforward from themaps.However,what
can be seen is that, these Moho models are smoother than
those presented in Figures 4a and 4b. Table 1 shows their
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4:Maps of Moho models computed by a) SVMM, Eq. (2h), b)
VMM Eq. (1e) , c) SFLEX Eq. (2h) with Eq. (2i) and d) FLEX Eqs. (2h)
with Eq. (3c) [km]

statistics and illustrates that the differences are less than 1
km.

Figure 5a shows the differences between the VMMand
SVMM. As can be seen the models are closer in the west of
the area and most of the large differences are seen in the
southeast. This is due to the significance of T0 in all fre-
quencies of the VMM. The models have good agreements
in the Tarim basin and the southern depression of the Hi-
malayan Mountains. Here, the same data set up to the
same frequency limit were used to compute these models
and the large differences can be due to the fact that spher-
ical Earth has been considered in the mathematical mod-
elling of VMM whilst a simple cylindrical model for the
SVMM.

Figure 5b represents the differences between the
SFLEX and FLEX. Generally, the models have very good
agreements and their differences are less than 1 km. How-
ever, again in the eastern part of Tibet Plateau the differ-
ences are larger. No gravity anomaly was used to smooth
the Moho models. However, the same TB height and den-
sity contrast models were considered as the input data in
the mathematical models. Therefore, the differences are
solely due to the approximations and formulation of the
problem. In the FLEXmodel, themembrane stress and the
curvature of the elastic lithosphere are taken into account.
This could be a possible explanation for the larger differ-
ence in the southeast part than the rest of the area.

Figure 5c is the map of the differences between the
SVMM and FLEX. Large positive values are seen over the
southern depression of the Himalayan belt and the north-
ern part of Tibet Plateau around the Tarim basin. Over Hi-

malaya negatives values are extended to the eastern part
of Tibet. Figure 5d shows a similar map to that of Figure
5c but based on the VMM. This maps shows more details,
meaning that the VMM is not as smooth as the FLEX is.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5:Maps of differences between Moho depths computed by a)
VMM - SVMM, b) SFLEX and FLEX, c) SVMM – FLEX and d) VMM - FLEX
[km]

Table 1 contains the statistics of the differences
amongst the computedMohomodels aswell as the seismic
Mohomodel of CRUST1.0. The RMS value of the differences
between the SVMMandVMM is 4 kmandmainly due to the
difference between the mean values of these models.

The RMS of the differences between the SFLEX and
FLEX models is 0.2 km, It can be concluded that consider-
ing the membrane stress and curvature of the lithosphere
do not play significant roles in this area. Sleep and Philips
(1983) have mentioned that the model (3a) is not suitable
for the Earth due to the presence of toroidal stresses un-
der the lithosphere. Turcotte et al. (1983) have mentioned
that in the casewhere the loadwavelength ismuch smaller
than the radius of the Earth, Eq. (3a) can be simplified to
Eq. (2a). Here, one of the largest loads on the Earth has
been studied and it is seen that even for this load, the
solved flexures do not significantly differ over this study
area.

7.3 Generation of gravity anomaly from
crustal structure

Here, the SVMM and VMM are, respectively, combined
with the SFLEX and FLEX to regenerate gravity anomaly
solely from the crustal structure. This can be another in-
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Table 1: Statistics of different Moho models and their differences
[km]

Max Mean Min STD RMS
SVMM 64.5 43.2 19.4 8.6 –
VMM 72 47.2 20.8 9.2 –
SFLEX 69.6 45.9 22.5 9.4 –
FLEX 68.9 45.7 22.7 9.3 –
CRUST1 72.3 44.9 10.5 9.8 –
SVMM - VMM −1.0 −4.0 −7.8 1.2 4.1
SVMM – SFLEX 3.5 −2.7 −9.1 1.8 3.2
SVMM – FLEX 3.6 −2.5 −2.5 1.7 3.0
SVMM – CRUST1.0 18.7 −1.7 −19.3 5.2 5.5
VMM – SFLEX 7.9 1.3 −6.8 1.8 2.3
VMM - FLEX 8.0 1.5 −6.4 1.8 2.3
VMM – CRUST1.0 24.9 2.2 −15.4 5.8 6.2
SFLEX – CRUST1.0 21.0 0.9 −15.9 5.7 5.8
FLEX – CRUST1.0 20.6 0.7 −16.0 5.7 5.7
SFLEX – FLEX 0.6 0.2 −0.2 0.1 0.2

dependent method of checking the theories and may be
easier as the seismic data are not available with a uni-
form quality and good coverages. In addition, this method
could be a way to predict the gravity anomalies over the
areas missing gravimetric data. Subtracting such crustal
gravity anomalies from the observed ones gives us some
information about the density anomalies below crust.

(a) (b)

Figure 6:Map of a) ∆g generated from VMM and FLEX models
(∆gVMM2). b) Differences between ∆gSVMM2 and ∆gVMM2 [mGal]

Since the maps of the crustal gravity anomalies were
very similar, only the one generated from the VMM and
FLEX model, Eq. (4d), is presented in Figure 6a. This
map is very similar to the gravity anomaly computed from
EGM08, ∆gEGM08 presented in Figure 3b. As seen, the de-
pression in the southern part of the Himalayan Mountains
chain is not pronounced so as in Figure 3b. On the other
hand, the low values of this model are close to that of
∆gEGM08, but itsmaximum is smaller by 60mGal. It cannot
be expected to obtain ∆g in a full agreement with ∆gEGM08

bya limitedmathematicalmodel and information. In addi-
tion, the sediments and crustal crystalline effects have not
been considered in this study as the goal is to perform a
comparative study between the hydrostatic VMM and flex-
ural theories of isostasy.

Figure 6b is the map of differences between ∆g gen-
erated from the combination of the SVMM and FLEX,
∆gSVMM2, and the one computed based on the same flexu-
ral model and VMM, ∆gVMM2. As observed, the differences
do not reach to 5 mGal over the area. The large and pos-
itive values are seen along the Himalayan Mountains and
the northern parts of Tibet Plateau and Tarim basin, which
already have stronger gravity.

Table 2 represents the statistics of the generated
crustal gravity anomalies and their differences and it is ob-
served that the RMS of the differences between the crustal
anomalies are less than 5 mGal meaning that the pre-
sented models for the anomalies are more or less equiv-
alent. However, the RMS of the differences between the
crustal anomalies and ∆gEGM08 is about 33 mGal for all
models.

8 Conclusions
TheMohomodels generated based on theVeningMeinesz-
Moritz theory of hydrostatic isostasy and flexural isostasy
have very good agreements if the mean compensation
depth and the mean elastic thickness are selected prop-
erly. Generally, the model computed based on the flex-
ural isostasy is smoother than that based on the VMM.
The simple Moho model, computed by Eq. (1b), and the
one computed based on the spherical Earth, Eq. (1d),
have good agreements as long as the spherical harmonic
expansions, which are used for generating the topo-
graphic/bathymetric heights and gravity anomalies for
both models are limited to degree and order 180. The flex-
ural models (2h) with (2i) and (3c) produce the sameMoho
model even for large loads on theEarth’s lithosphere. Com-
binations of the flexural and VMM hydrostatic model lead
to new mathematical models for computing the crustal
gravity anomalies. It was shown that all different way of
combinations lead to more or less the same crustal gravity
anomaly in the case of choosing proper mean compensa-
tion depth and elastic thickness. Considering the crustal
crystalline rocks and sediments effects will further im-
prove our crustal anomalies and subtracting them from
the observed ones give the opportunity of studying sub-
crustal and mantle density anomalies.
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Table 2: Statistics of generated gravity anomalies from the crustal models and their differences. ∆gSVMM1 from SVMM and SFLEX, ∆gSVMM2
SVMM and FLEX, ∆gVMM1 VMM and SFLEX and ∆gVMM2 VMM and FLEX. [mGal]

Max Mean Min STD RMS
∆gSVMM1 138.2 0.0 −183.3 33.4 –
∆gVMM1 136.4 0.0 −181.1 32.9 –
∆gSVMM2 144.7 3.3 −178.9 33. 8 –
∆gVMM2 141.1 2.0 −178.2 33.2 –
∆gEGM08 192.7 −10.3 −175.4 45.3 –

∆gSVMM1 – ∆gVMM1 1.74 0.0 −2.2 0.5 0.5
∆gSVMM1 −∆gSVMM2 3.2 −3.3 −10.1 2.6 4.2
∆gSVMM1 – ∆gVMM2 3.2 −1.9 −7.8 2.2 2.9
∆gSVMM1 − ∆gEGM08 130.1 10.3 −133.2 31.0 32.7
∆gVMM1– ∆gSVMM2 3.2 −43.3 −10.2 2.8 4.3
∆gVMM1– ∆gVMM2 3.1 −1.9 −7. 7 2.2 3.0
∆gVMM1– ∆gEGM08 131.0 10.3 −134.2 31.1 32.7
∆gSVMM2– ∆gVMM2 3.6 1.3 −1.1 0.7 1.5
∆gSVMM2– ∆gEGM08 131.4 13.6 −126.9 29.9 32.8
∆gVMM2 − ∆gEGM08 131.2 12.3 −129.4 30.0 32.4

Appendix A: A proof for Eq. (1b)
The effect of the TBmasses ongravity anomaly canbe com-
puted by a plate shell model (see e.g. Turcotte and Schu-
bert 2014, p. 247):

∆gTB = 2πG
H∫︁
o

ρ̄dz (A.1)

where G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, dz the
vertical integration element. By assuming that ρ̄ is con-
stant radially and performing the integration of Eq. (A.1),
the gravitational attraction of the TB masses becomes:

∆gTB = 2πGρ̄H. (A.2)

Eq. (A.2) is nothing else than the Bouguer correction
to gravity. Similarly, the effect of the compensationmasses
on gravity anomaly can be derived:

∆gC = 2πG
T0∫︁
T

∆ρdz (A.3)

where T is theMoho depth and T0 themean compensation
depth and ∆ρ is the density contrast between the crust and
uppermantle. Again by assuming that ∆ρ is constant radi-
ally and taking the integration, we have:

∆gC = 2πG∆ρ (T0 − T) . (A.4)

The crust is in isostatic equilibrium according to the
AH mechanism, this means that Eq. (A.2) should be equal

to Eq. (A.4). By equating these equations and solving the
results for T, we get:

T = T0 −
ρ̄H
∆ρ , (A.5)

which is nothing else than the Moho depth based on the
AH mechanism; see e.g. Heiskanen and Moritz (1967, p.
135).

Also, theMoho canbe computedbased on the fact that
the isostatic gravity anomaly (∆gI) should be zero (Sjöberg
2013, Eq. 12):

∆gI = ∆g − ∆gTB + ∆gC = 0. (A.6)

Substituting Eqs. (A.2) and (A.4) into Eq. (A.6) and
solving the result for T lead to:

T = T0 +
ρ̄H
∆ρ −

∆g
2πG∆ρ . (A.7)

Appendix B: A proof for Eq. (1d)
Now, ∆ρ, T and H are assumed to be laterally-variable
and the surface integrations are performed globally rather
than regionally. In this case, the TB effect on the gravity
anomaly is (Eshagh and Hussain 2015):

∆gTB =4πG
∞∑︁
n=0

n − 1
2n + 1

{︂
(ρ̄H)n +

n + 2
2R

(︁
ρ̄H2

)︁
n

+(n + 2) (n + 1)6R2
(︁
ρ̄H3

)︁
n

}︂
. (B.1)
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Sjöberg (2009) has written the following integral for-
mula for the compensation potential:

VC = G∆ρ
∫︁∫︁
σ

R−T0∫︁
R−T

r′2dr′
l dσ

= G∆ρ
∫︁∫︁
σ

R∫︁
R−T0

r′2dr′
l dσ − G∆ρ

∫︁∫︁
σ

R∫︁
R−T

r′2dr′
l dσ

= VC0 + dVC. (B.2)

According to the Legendre expansion of l−1 (Heiska-
nen and Moritz 1967, p. 33)

1
l =

∞∑︁
n=0

r′n
rn+1 Pn (cosψ) (B.3)

and substituting it into the first integral of Eq. (B.2) and
solving the integral read:

VC0 = G∆ρ
∫︁∫︁
σ

∞∑︁
n=0

1
rn+1

1
n + 3

R∫︁
R−T0

r′n+2dr′Pn (cosψ)dσ

= G∆ρ
∫︁∫︁
σ

∞∑︁
n=0

Rn+3
rn+1

1
n + 3

[︃
1 −

(︂
1 − T0R

)︂n+3]︃
Pn (cosψ) dσ.

(B.4)

The gravity anomaly mean attraction compensation
will be (cf. Sjöberg 2013, eq. 19a):

∆gC0 =
4πGR∆ρ

3

[︂
1 −

(︂
1 − T0R

)︂]︂
. (B.5)

If we repeat a similar derivation for the second term of
Eq. (B.2) considering that T is laterally-variable, the effect
of compensation masses on gravity anomaly will be:

∆gC = ∆gC0

− GR∆ρ
∞∑︁
n=0

n − 1
n + 3

∫︁∫︁
σ

[︃
1 −

(︂
1 − TR

)︂n+3]︃
Pn (cosψ) dσ.

(B.6)

The Taylor expansion of the binomial term in Eq. (B.6)
yields:(︂

1 − TR

)︂n+3
≈ 1 − (n + 3) TR + (n + 3) (n + 2) T

2

2R2 . (B.7)

Substituting Eq. (B.7) into Eq. (B.6), assuming T2 ≈
TT0 and further simplification yield:

∆gC = ∆gC0

− GR∆ρ
∞∑︁
n=0

(n − 1) TR

∫︁∫︁
σ

(︂
1 − (n + 2) T02R

)︂
Pn (cosψ) dσ.

(B.8)

Since T0 is constant, it can be taken out of the integral
of Eq. (B.8), andwe already know according to (Heiskanen
and Moritz 1967, p. 30):

Tn = 2n + 1
4π

∫︁∫︁
σ

T Pn (cosψ) dσ. (B.9)

According to Eq. (B.9), Eq. (B.8) is simplified and the
spectral form of the result will be:

∆gCn = ∆gC0δn0 − 4πG∆ρ
n − 1
2n + 1Tn

(︂
1 − (n + 2) T02R

)︂
.

(B.10)

By considering Eq. (A.6) in the spectral form and sub-
stituting Eq. (B.5) and (B.10) into it, we obtain:

∆gn − ∆gTB,n + ∆gC0δn0

= 4πG∆ρ n − 12n + 1Tn
(︂
1 − (n + 2) T02R

)︂
. (B.11)

Solving Eq. (B.11) for Tn and taking summation from
both sides of the equation yield Eq. (1d).
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